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A = Designing the right program or policy

B = Implementing the chosen program or policy well

Success = A x B

Challenge



Suppose a program is selling something

(immunizations, savings accounts, rainfall insurance, mobile money, 
etc.)

Good marketing (text, testimonial, channel, color, etc)
Right pricing

Offer timed on the right day

Offer timed at the right time
Offer sold to the right person in the household

What goes into “B”?



Not-so-Nimble
Can be good Can be not-so-good



Nimble
Can be good Can be not-so-good





• What Are Nimble RCTs?

• Uses

• Pros & Cons
• Basic Requirements for Successful Testing

• Examples
• What can go right

• What can go wrong

• Conclusion: 
• Some Guiding Principles: The Goldilocks CART

Outline



What Are Nimble RCTs?



• AKA rapid fire or A/B tests

• Short-term outcomes

• Often operational questions like take-up (buying, accepting, 
messaging, clicking, viewing)

• Typically use administrative data
• Key distinguishing features:
• Faster than traditional RCTs

• Cheap (if no surveys involved), maybe even negative cost

• Operational focus (typically)

Nimble RCTs…



What Can You Measure with a Nimble RCT?

• Short-term outcomes for which good administrative data is 
available, such as:
• Product take-up

• Program enrollment

• Attendance

• Adherence

i.e., outcomes that are earlier or “higher-up” in the theory of change



What Do We Mean by Higher Up on the ToC?



Key Point

RCTs can be done badly.

And so can Rapid-fire RCTs.

What makes an RCT bad??

• Technical mistakes (not random; too small sample; poor 
measurement)

• Theoretical mistakes (no attention to “why”, black-box questions)
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How Do Nimble RCTs Differ from Traditional 
RCTs?



Pros & Cons



Pros

• Credible insights into program design

• Quick results and highly actionable data

• Relatively low cost
• Useful first step



Cons

• Limited outcomes measurement

• Limited ability to generate knowledge

• Small effect sizes
• They usually require large samples



Basic Requirements

• A program or service that can be varied

• The right question (actionable)

• Sample size (large)
• Data systems (credible data; not all admin data are)

• Analytic capacity



Examples: What can go right

• Jams

• Loan marketing

• Savings reminders
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From which set would you choose?

or



Jams: The results

Sheena Iyengar and Mark Lepper. “When Choice is Demotivating: Can One Desire Too Much 
of a Good Thing?” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 2000, Vol. 79, No. 6, 995-1006
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Jams: The results

Sheena Iyengar and Mark Lepper. “When Choice is Demotivating: Can One Desire Too Much 
of a Good Thing?” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 2000, Vol. 79, No. 6, 995-1006
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More choices or fewer choices?



IPA  partnered with Colpensiones and the National Planning Department 

Main Question Can an SMS campaign encourage low income informal workers to save more 
into their voluntary retirement accounts (BEPS)?

When From September to December 2016, after Colpensiones launched a 
nationwide Lottery to incentivize participation in the BEPS program

Sample size 175,750 BEPS users received SMS (at least one a month, up to four), the 
remaining 245,720 users formed the control group

Design Sample divided into twenty treatment groups, each receiving a combination 
of saving reminder and lottery incentive messages

SMS Messages to Increase Voluntary Retirement Savings in 
Colombia



Active users Messages greatly enhanced saving behaviors, leading to:

• More frequent deposits (+62%)

• More deposited (+42%)

Inactive users Messages were not particularly effective in convincing users to save for the first time. 
Although, in the case they did, newly activated users:

• Deposited more frequently (+75%) 

• More deposited (+5%)

Wave 1 Results: Any Message



Frequency for Active Users:

1 message: # of deposits up 4.5%

2 messages: # of deposits up 151%

4 messages: # of deposits up 19%

Frequency for Inactive Users:

1 message: # of deposits up 57%

2 messages: # of deposits up 79%

4 messages: # of deposits up 64%

Content Combining reminders with lottery incentive messages produced the higher impact: 

• 82% increase in the number of deposits 

• 56% increase in the amount deposited

Wave 1 Results: Different Messages



During 2017-2018, IPA will continue to work with Colpensiones to run three 
additional experimental waves to:

1. Replicate and unpack the Wave 1 frequency result

2. Evaluate new strategies targeted at inactive users

3. Examine the persistence of the Wave 1 effects

4. Test design variations of the BEPS annual statement

A similar partnership with CONSAR in Mexico will test the impact of a similar 
design on a higher-income and more formal population.

Continuing the Experiment



• Technical: Bad randomization, sample size, poor measurement, 
etc.
• Example: Peru, re-randomized monthly bank messages for repayment

• Theoretical: Package A versus Package B problem
• Example: USDA marketing letters for micro-loans for farmers in the USA

What Can Go Wrong





2015
• Agricultural Census (NASS)
• Zip code level 

randomization

• Sent to all primary 
operators in a treatment 
zip code

• Regional

• Blocked by state and decile
of targeted population

2016
• SCIMS (FSA)
• Individual level 

randomization

• National

• Sent to female operators

• Spillover design



TABLE 1— REGRESSION RESULTS 

Dependent variable = 1 if Borrowed under 
program Experiment 1a Experiment 2   

     
Direct effect of treatment 0.00056404*** -0.00006748   
 (0.000167) (0.0001183)   
Control in treated county (spillover effect) -- -0.0001437   
  (0.0001184)   
     
Constant 2.21E-16*** 0.001323**   
 (5.39E-17) (0.0001699)   
N 285,147 548,546   

 

Results



Conclusion: Nimble RCTs

• A powerful methodology in the program and product design 
toolbox

• A rigorous and cost-saving measure

• A great way to adapt an evidence-backed program in a new 
context/with a different population

• A way to improve design through effective tweaks (not a way to 
measure overall programmatic impact).

• A complement, not substitute for welfare-measuring RCTs



The Goldilocks Challenge



CART Principles

Credible
• Do the findings accurately answer the question?
Actionable
• Do you have a plan for all possible reasonable outcomes from the 

data?
Responsible
• Will the data generate enough guidance to warrant the expense? 
Transferable
• Can the findings be applied to other organizations? 



Thank you!

dean.karlan@yale.edu

Yale University

Innovations for Poverty Action
M.I.T. Jameel Poverty Action Lab

mailto:dean.karlan@yale.edu


Text messages from bank à savings deposits & balances: Varied gain/loss, 
mention of goal, etc.

Text messages from bank à repayment of loans
• Success: Philippines. Including Account Officer name à higher repayment
• Failure: Peru. Messed up randomization, re-randomized individuals each 

month

Listening rates of messages in Liberia: Testing listening rates of different audio 
messages aimed at reducing intimate partner violence as preliminary ”lab” work

Mobile money take-up in Pakistan: Worked with Pakistan’s leading mobile 
money provider, Telenor Easypaisa, to explore ways to increase adoption and 
usage of the mobile money among unbanked poor

Examples from IPA’s Portfolio

https://www.telenor.com.pk/


Appendix



Lottery Incentive SMS

Message type Personalized Social Comparison Generic Control (no Lottery 
SMS)

Sa
vi

ng
 R

em
in

de
r 

SM
S

Standard BEPS (no change) 3,650 Active
7,000 Inactive

3,650 Active
7,000 Inactive

3,650 Active
7,000 Inactive

2.000 Active
2.000 Inactive

Social comparison 3,650 Active
7,000 Inactive

3,650 Active
7,000 Inactive

3,650 Active
7,000 Inactive

2.000 Active
2.000 Inactive

Generic reminder 3,650 Active
7,000 Inactive

3,650 Active
7,000 Inactive

3,650 Active
7,000 Inactive

2.000 Active
2.000 Inactive

Call to the future 3,650 Active
7,000 Inactive

3,650 Active
7,000 Inactive

3,650 Active
7,000 Inactive

2.000 Active
2.000 Inactive

Control (no Savings SMS) 3,650 Active
7,000 Inactive

3,650 Active
7,000 Inactive

3,650 Active
7,000 Inactive

Pure control

Wave 1 Research Design



Personalized 
(Option 1)

WIN with BEPS lottery! Save $5,000 this week and participate to win a 
$50,000 DEPOSIT in your BEPS account. Colpensiones 018000410779

Personalized 
(Option 2)

WIN with BEPS lottery! Save $XX,XXX[1] more this month and 
participate to win a MOTORBIKE! Colpensiones 018000410779

Personalized 
(Option 3)

WIN with BEPS lottery! Save $XXX,XXX more this year and participate 
to win an $80 million bonus for the purchase of a HOUSE! 
Colpensiones 018000410779

Social 
comparison

Just as XX,XXX BEPS users already won $50,000 for their BEPS 
account, you can too WIN by saving weekly through Via Baloto[2]. 
Colpensiones 01800041077

Generic Colpensiones invites you to save every week to participate in BEPS 
lottery. The more you save the more opportunities you have to win. 
Colpensiones 018000410777

Wave 1 Message Content

Standard BEPS Get BEPS Life Insurance and funeral protection, Colpensiones invites you to 
save in BEPS for free. Go to VIA BALOTO and save NOW. Colpensiones
018000410779

Social 
comparison

Last month XXX,XXX Colombians saved in their BEPS account, you too can 
secure your future. Save NOW in VIA BALOTO. Colpensiones 018000410779

Generic 
reminder

Colpensiones reminds you: do not forget to SAVE in your BEPS account to 
protect your future! Go to VIA BALOTO and save NOW. Colpensiones
018000410777

Call to the future The future comes sooner than you think! Think about the life you want in your 
old age and save in BEPS today. Save now in VIA BALOTO. Colpensiones
018000410777


